The immediate impetus for this paper comes from the following theorem, which was claimed by R. L. Frum-Ketkov in [13] :
Theorem. Let B be a closed ball in a real Banach space X and f: B -> B a continuous map. Assume that there exist a constant ~¿ < 1 and a compact set K C X such that for all x £ B, d(f(x), K) < kd(x, K), where d(y, K) denotes the distance from a point y to K. Then f has a fixed point.
As has been remarked in [25] (1 -t)x.
As an immediate corollary of Lemma 1, we have the following simple result, which we shall need later. H(x, t) = (1 -2t)x + 2tR(x), 0 < t < V2, = (2 -2t)R(x) + (2t -l)xn, V2<t<l.
Thus C' is contractible. Q.E.D.
Our next lemma is a trivial result, but we include the proof for completeness. Before proving our next lemma, we need to recall some algebraic generalities.
Let V be a vector space and T: V -» V a linear endomorphism. Let N = {x £ V:
T"(x) = 0 for some tz > l\, a linear subspace of V. (1) Um£cA0andf(Um)CUmforallm. Then A e (/ I U ) = 1 for all m, and f has a fixed point. fixed ?7z and for notational convenience let U = U and r = r. By assumption ( Before stating our next corollary we need to introduce some definitions.
Definitions. Let y be a topological space, f: Y -»ya map, and zM a subset of y. We say that "zM is an attractor for compact sets under /" if (1) way we obtain open neighborhoods U. of f!~ (A) fot 1 < j' < N such that U. C V Cl W and cl(f(U.))C U. , (with the convention that t/n = UN , ). Defining U = (1) 
There exists an open neighborhood V of A such that cl(/(V)) is compact. Then f has a fixed point.
One 2. In this section we wish to obtain some less straightforward consequences If y, and y2 are metric spaces and /: y, -> y., is a continuous map, Kuratowski also introduces a class of maps which we shall call "/s-set-contractions."
Specifically, / is called a /e-set-contraction if for every bounded subset A of y., /(A) is bounded and y2(/(A))< kyx(A). In the work below yj will always be a subset of a Banach space Y2 , from which yj inherits its metric. If U is a subset of a Banach space X, g: U -► X is a Lipschitz map with constant k, and C: (J -» X is a compact map, then / = g + C is a ¿-set-contraction. This is perhaps the simplest nontrivial example of a zi-set-contraction. for 72 > 1, define Kn = Kjf, V) = cTo f(V n Kn_ x )and define K^ = KJf, V) = f|"> , *"• It is easy to see that f(V d K^) C K^. Now suppose that V is bounded and / is a ¿-set-contraction, k < 1. By using previously mentioned properties, one can prove that y(K ) -> 0 (in fact y(K ) < kny(V)), so that by Proposition 1, K^ is compact and K^ is empty if and only if K is empty for some 72.
Next suppose that A is a closed subset of a Banach space X. We shall write A£A and say that A has a locally finite cover by closed, convex sets if there ex- 
Q.E.D.
With the aid of Lemma 9 we can obtain our next corollary of Theorem 1. Cor- Proof. Let M = f|" > , cl (/"(E)). Then since y(cl (fn(E))) < k ny(E), it is easy to check (using Proposition 1) that M is attractor for compact sets under /.
Corollary 7 now follows from Corollary 6. Q.E.D. Proof. Let EQ = fN(G) and E . = /y(EQ) for 1 < ; < N -1. Then if we define E = (J . QE., E is a bounded set, /(E) C E, and the other hypothesis of Corollary 7 holds. Q.E.D. However, the condition that / (G) be bounded for an unbounded G is usually too strong to be of use in applications.
At this point we would like to recall a long-standing conjecture in fixed point theory.
Conjecture. Let G be a closed, bounded convex set in a Banach space and V-> X a k-set-contraction. Assume that g is Fréchet differentiable at x£V.
Then dg , the Fréchet derivative of g at x, is a k-set-contraction.
Lemma 11 We are now in a position to establish our main lemma. The rest of our proof simply mimics that of Corollary 6. Just as before there exists 8 > 0 and an integer j2 such that N2S(f(U nB.))r\B.CUDB. and y(/(¡7 n B )) < 28 tot j > j2. For / > j2 let f(U n B .) = UT= 1 5z, j» where diameter (S, ,.)<2z3. If we define U. . = co S . . n B, for ; > z' and U. = M "^,,) U. , it is As we have remarked, Lemma 15 is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem 1.
Our strategy for obtaining fixed point theorems from here on will be to use Lemma 15 to replace Theorem 1 and to make further assumptions to guarantee that A(f\U ) / 0, a fact which previously followed automatically. We need one more lemma.
Lemma 16. Suppose that G is a closed subset of a Banach space X and that G e? (i.e., G has a locally finite cover by closed, convex sets). Suppose that K is a compact subset of G, KeJ"0 and K is contractible in itself to a point. Then given any t > 0 there exists a set K(e) C G such that K(e)£JQ, K(e) C Ne(K) = Remark. Notice that it was not necessary to know that M be an attractor for all compact sets, only that it be an attractor for K.
We can obtain a number of consequences Assume that cl(fi(G0))CÇlforl<j<2n-l and that cl(f'(G0))CG0forn<j< 2n -1. Suppose that there exists a set M C GQ which is an attractor for compact subsets of Gr. (i.e. M is compact, f(M) C M, and given any compact set A C G0 a72tâ
?zy ope72 neighborhood W of M, f'(A) C W for j large enough). Finally assume that for 0 < r < a, a > 0, f(Nr(M)) C N", -,(zM), where p is a function as in Theorem 2.
Then f has a fixed point. hoods Gj of A. for 1 < 7 < 2w -1 such that cl(f(G ■)) C G + j for 1 < / < 2n -1 { 2n is defined to be G0) and such that cl (G) C GQ for n < j <2n -I. If we define" U = U21~0! G'. ic is not hard to show that cl (f(U)) C U and cl (/ 2n~ 1 (I/)) C G0. Q.E.D.
We want to show next that Corollary 6 also has a generalization for spaces more general than closed, convex sets. Aside from some technical changes, the proof closely parallels that of Corollary 6, so we shall be sketchy in the presen- closed, convex sets we can also assume that G.O Í7 is empty except for i£F, a finite subset of /. If we define /<*=/<"(/, U) CI G and K^= KM(/, U) Cl G, then for some integer n, cl (/7(G0)) C Çl for 0 < / < 2n -1 and cl(/;(GQ)) C G0 for n <
